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Subject: MAP Policy – Motive Products Brand 

 

Dear Customer, 

AGS has instituted a Minimum Advertised Price policy (MAP) for the benefit of our valued resellers as it 
relates to the Motive Products brand. Although we actively encourage and support the advertising and 
promotion of our products by our dealers, we find it necessary to implement a MAP policy so that the 
Motive Products brand is not devalued in the marketplace and so each reseller partner can compete 
equally based on the value they provide to the customer. 

1. An authorized Motive Products brand reseller shall be deemed in violation of the MAP policy if 
they advertise, or otherwise place in the public domain, prices for any product in the Motive 
Products line that is more than 10% below AGS published retail price. MAP applies only to 
advertised pricing. 

2. MAP applies to all advertisements of the Motive Products brand individual product SKUs, and 
includes but is not limited to magazines, websites and other electronic media, broadcast emails, 
catalogs, flyers, coupons, newspapers, television, and radio. The policy does not apply to any in-
store advertising or in-store pricing. 

3. Prices listed on internet sites are considered advertised pricing and are subject to the MAP 
policy. 

4. AGS may, from time to time, offer special promotions on certain Motive products and reserves 
the right to suspend or modify the MAP policy and will notify all resellers of any such changes. 

5. AGS reserves the right to amend this policy and will provide 14 days advance notice of any 
changes to all authorized resellers. 

6. Failure to comply with this policy will result in any discounts being discontinued and 30 days 
notice of termination of reseller status. 
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P/N Item Name Description MAP Price (2/24/23) 

Bleeders   

0100 European Power Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 45mm threaded adapter (1100) for 

most European cars including Audi, BMW, Mercedes, 
Porsche, Saab, Volvo, VW and others. 

$59.95 

0101 Round Universal Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with round universal style adapter (1101)- 
fits vehicles with round fluid reservoir opening from 

1.5" to 2.90".  Hondas with large reservoir should use 
the 0119. 

$69.95 

0102 Classic Car/Boat Trailer 
Power Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with classic car/boat trailer adapter (1102)- 

fits many late 30s to mid 60s American vehicles- 
adapter is externally threaded (for internally threaded 

master cylinder opening of 1 3/16") 

$79.95 

0103 Chrysler Power Bleeder 
Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 

capacity, with round 3-tab twist-on adapter (1103) for 
late model Chrysler vehicles (most 1983 and later) 

$79.95 

0104 Air Cooled VW Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 27mm threaded adapter (1104) for air-
cooled VW including Bugs, Buses, Square Backs and 

Fast Backs 

$79.95 

0105 
Early American 

Rectangular Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with rectangular universal style adapter 

(1105)- fits vehicles with rectangular or oblong 
reservoir including dual chamber master cylinders up 

to 4.25" x 6.50"  (most mid 60's to early 80's 
American vehicles, GM thru late 90s) 

$89.95 

0106 Ford 2-Prong Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with round 2-tab twist-on adapter (1106) for 

some mid 1980's Ford 
$79.95 

0107 Ford 3-Prong Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with round 3-tab twist-on adapter (1107) for 

late model Ford vehicles (most 1986 and later).  
2005+ Mustangs need kit 0118.  Also fits many late 

model Nissan, Mitsubishi, and Subaru. 

$69.95 

0108 Late Model GM Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with round 3-tab twist-on adapter (1108)  for 

late model GM vehicles (most 1992 and later) 
$69.95 

0109 Black Label European 
Power Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 45mm threaded adapter (1109)- 
(enhanced version of model 0100) includes a 

machined aluminum adapter cap with swivel fitting for 
easier attachment to reservoir.  Kit comes with 6 feet 
of tubing- standard kits are two feet.  Also fits Miata 

Clutch Cylinder. 

$99.95 

0110 Classic British Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 25mm threaded adapter (1110) fits 

some 50's to 70's British cars 
$79.95 
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0111 First Gen Miata Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 70mm threaded aluminum adapter 

(1111) fits first and second generation Mazda Miata 
$79.95 

0112 Tilton Power Bleeder Tilton Black Label Power Bleeder- pressure brake 
bleeder, 2 quart capacity, with a Tilton adapter (1112) $89.95 

0113 Black Label Chrysler 
Power Bleeder 

Black Label Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 
2 quart capacity, with billet aluminum adapter (1113)- 

(enhanced version of model 0103) includes a 
machined aluminum adapter cap for easier 

attachment to reservoir.  Kit comes with 6 feet of 
tubing- standard kits are three feet. 

$79.95 

0115 Large Rectangular Power 
Bleeder 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with large metal rectangular universal style 

adapter (1115)- fits vehicles with rectangular or 
oblong reservoir including dual chamber master 

cylinders up to 5" x 8" O.D. (most mid 60's to early 
80's American vehicles) and Large Wilwood style. 

$99.95 

0117 Black Label Ford 3-Prong 
Power Bleeder 

Black Label Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 
2 quart capacity, with Billet Aluminum adapter (1117)- 

(enhanced version of model 0107) includes a 
machined aluminum adapter cap .  Kit comes with 6 
feet of tubing- standard kits are three feet.  2005+ 

Mustangs will need kit 0118. 

$99.95 

0118 Black Label Late Model 
GM Power Bleeder 

Black Label Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 
2 quart capacity, with Billet Aluminum adapter (1118)- 

(enhanced version of model 0108) includes a 
machined aluminum adapter cap .  Kit comes with 6 

feet of tubing- standard kits are three feet. 

$99.95 

0119 Large Round Universal 
Power Bleeder 

Black Label Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 
2 quart capacity, with Metal Plate adapter (1119)- 

(enhanced version of model 0101) includes a 
machined Metal adapter cap .  For early 60's 

Fords/GM without Power Brakes and mid-90's 
Hondas with Master Cylinders larger than 3". 

$89.95 

0120 GM Rectangular Bi-Level 
Bleeder Kit 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with a Metal Plate adapter (1120)- For the 

front reservoir of a bi-level master cylinder. Includes a 
machined metal plate adapter and the 1105 for the 

rear level. 

$109.95 

0122 Large Classic Car / Boat 
Trailer Adapter 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with the large boat trailer adapter (1122)- 

also fits many late 30s to mid 60s American vehicles- 
adapter is externally threaded (for internally threaded 

master cylinder opening of 1 5/8") 

$79.95 

0123 Girling 1.75" ID 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 1.75" threaded adapter (1123) for some 

British cars including Triumph, MG, Jaguar Austin 
Healey, and others. 

$79.95 
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0124 Girling 2.5" ID 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 2.5" threaded adapter (1124) for some 

British cars including Triumph, MG, Jaguar Austin 
Healey, and others. 

$79.95 

0126 1126  Small Round 
Universal Bleeder 

For use on small round reservoirs where the 1101 is 
too large. Typically for but not limited to use on 

Datsuns such as the 240Z and 510s. Mid 1980's 
Corvettes with two round M/C reservoirs. Also fits 

some small clutch reservoirs. 

$69.95 

0127 1127 Wilwood 45mm 

For Wilwood reservoirs using a 43mm ID cap. 
Wilwood cap p/n is 330-4355. Kit comes with a pump, 

tank and adapter for Wilwood reservoirs using a 
round female threaded cap. 

$79.95 

0130 Boat Trailer Adapter 
Press-Fit Style 

Custom Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 
quart capacity, $79.95 

0133 AP Racing Reservoir 
Bleeder Kit 

For the clutch reservoir found on many high-
performance Corvettes.  For clutch reservoir cap that 

says AP Racing and is ~50mm or 2 inches inner 
diameter. Kit contains a 1/2 gallon tank, pump, and 

the 1133 AP Racing adapter. 

$79.95 

0135 Deluxe Quick-Set Boat 
Trailer Bleeder Kit 

This is the Quick-clamp version of our trailer bleeder 
for trailers brake reservoirs that use a small push on 
cap. Comes with tank, pump, hose and quick clamp 

adapter 1135. 

$279.95 

0157 Old English Bleeder Kit 
Kit for older british cars using a male threaded cap - 
adapter 1157. This kit comes with a tank, pump and 

the adapter. 
$79.95 

0160 Brembo Combo Bleeder 

Brembo Front/Rear and Clutch Power Bleeder - 
pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart capacity, with 2 Billet 
Aluminum adapters(1160/1165).  Comes with 2 1/2 

feet of tubing. 

$99.95 

0162 Brembo Front Brake 
Bleeder 

Brembo Front Brake Bleeder - pressure brake 
bleeder, 2 quart capacity, with Billet Aluminum 

adapter (1162).  Comes with 2 1/2 feet of tubing. 
$74.95 

0165 Brembo Rear 
Brake/Clutch Bleeder 

KTM Rear and Clutch Bleeder - pressure brake 
bleeder, 2 quart capacity, with Billet Aluminum 

adapter (1165).  Comes with 2 1/2 feet of tubing. 
$89.95 

0166 Suzuki/Yamaha Brake 
Bleeder 

Suzuki/Harley - pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with Billet Aluminum adapter (1166).  

Comes with 2 1/2 feet of tubing. 
$84.95 

0250 Universal Brake Bleeder 
Kit 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, includes adapters 1100, 1101, and 1105 

and fits most vehicles 
$129.95 

0251 Import Power Bleeder Kit 
Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 

capacity, includes adapters 1100 and 1101 and fits 
most import and some late model American vehicles 

$84.95 

0252 American Bleeder Kit 
Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 

capacity, includes adapters 1101 and 1105 and fits 
most American vehicles from 1967 to present 

$99.95 

0254 Custom GM Bleeder Kit Power Bleeder - GM Kit- includes the GM 1108 
custom cap and the 1101 and 1105 Universals.. $129.95 
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0260 The XLT Bleeder Kit 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, includes adapters 1100, 1101, 1103, 1105, 
1107 and 1108 and fits most foreign and domestic 

vehicles.  Kit also includes 6 feet of tubing and quick-
release connectors for all adapters 

$199.95 

0290 Heavy Metal XLT Bleeder 
Kit 

Heavy Metal XLT Power Bleeder- pressure brake 
bleeder, 2 quart capacity, includes the metal adapters 
1109, 1119, 1113, 1115, 1117 and 1118 and fits most 

foreign and domestic vehicles.  Kit also includes 6 
feet of tubing and quick-release connectors for all 

adapters 

$299.95 

0350 The Magnum Bleeder Kit 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 4 quart 
capacity, includes adapters 1100, 1101, and 1105 
and fits most vehicles.  Kit also includes 6 feet of 

tubing and quick-release connectors for all adapters 

$149.95 

0380 The Magnum XLT Bleeder 
Kit 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 4 quart 
capacity, includes adapters 1100, 1101, 1103, 1105, 
1107 and 1108 and fits most foreign and domestic 

vehicles.  Kit also includes 10 feet of tubing and 
quick-release connectors for all adapters 

$199.95 

0390 Magnum Heavy Metal XLT 
Bleeder Kit 

Heavy Metal XLT Power Bleeder- pressure brake 
bleeder, big 4 quart capacity, includes the metal 

adapters 1109, 1119, 1113, 1115, 1117 and 1118 
and fits most foreign and domestic vehicles.  Kit also 

includes 6 feet of tubing and quick-release 
connectors for all adapters 

$299.95 

Adapters   

1100 European Bleeder Adapter 45mm threaded adapter for Power Bleeder fits 
European cars $24.95 

1101 Round Universal Adapter 

Round universal style adapter for Power Bleeder fits 
import and domestic cars with 1.5" to 2.90" diameter 

reservoir opening (includes clamping hardware to 
connect to master cylinder) Honda's with large 3" 

reservoir will need the 1119 

$32.95 

1102 Classic Car/Boat Trailer 
Adapter 

1 3/16" diameter externally threaded adapter for 
Power Bleeder fits American vehicles from late 30s to 

mid 60s 
$44.95 

1103 Chrysler Adapter Round three-tab adapter for Power Bleeder fits late 
model Chrysler vehicles (most 1983 and later) $37.95 

1104 Air-Cooled VW Adapter 27mm threaded adapter for Power Bleeder fits air-
cooled VW $32.95 

1105 American Rectangular 
Bleeder 

Rectangular universal style adapter for Power 
Bleeder fits vehicles with oblong or rectangular 

master cylinder reservoir up to 4.25" x 6.75" (most 
1967 to mid 80's American cars).  Includes clamping 

hardware to connect to master cylinder 

$44.95 

1106 Ford 2 Prong Adapter 
Round two-tab adapter for Power Bleeder fits mid-

80's Ford vehicles (most 1982 and later up to 1992) 
Also fits some Nissan, Mitsubishi, and Subaru. 

$44.95 

1107 Ford/Asian Adapter 

Round three-tab adapter for Power Bleeder fits late 
model Ford vehicles (most 1986 and later).   

MY2005+ Mustangs will use the 1118) Also fits many 
late model Nissan, Mitsubishi, and Subaru. 

$29.95 
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1108 GM / Late Model Mustang 
Adapter 

Round three-tab adapter for Power Bleeder fits late 
model GM vehicles (most 1992 and later).  Ford 3 

prong after during and after MY2005 
$29.95 

1109 Black Label European 
Adapter 

45mm threaded aluminum adapter for Power Bleeder 
with swivel fitting, fits European cars $49.95 

1110 Classic British Adapter 25mm threaded adapter for Power Bleeder fits some 
50's to 70's British cars $32.95 

1111 Miata 1st & 2nd Gen 
Adapter 

70mm threaded aluminum adapter for Power Bleeder 
fits Mazda Miata $59.95 

1112 Tilton Adapter Tilton master cylinder adapter $37.95 

1113 Black Label Chrysler 
Adapter 

Round Aluminum three-tab adapter for Power 
Bleeder fits late model Chrysler vehicles (most 1983 

and later), Jeep, etc. 
$49.95 

1115 Large Rectangular 
Universal Adapter 

Metal Rectangular universal style adapter for Power 
Bleeder fits vehicles with plastic oblong or rectangular 

master cylinder reservoir up to 4.25" x 7.75" (most 
late 80's to early 90's American cars).  Includes 

clamping hardware to connect to master cylinder 

$49.95 

1117 Black Label Ford 3-Prong 
Adapter 

Round Aluminum three-tab adapter for Power 
Bleeder fits late model Ford vehicles (most 1986 and 

later up to MY2005), Mitsu., Subaru, and many 
Nissan models. 

$49.95 

1118 Black Label Late Model 
GM Adapter 

Round Aluminum three-tab adapter for Power 
Bleeder fits late model GM vehicles (most 1992 and 

later).  Ford 3 prong during and after MY2005 
$49.95 

1119 Large Round Universal 
Adapter 

Metal Round universal style adapter for Power 
Bleeder fits import and domestic cars with 1.5" to 4.5" 

diameter reservoir opening (includes clamping 
hardware to connect to master cylinder).  Specifically 
for Honda's with large 3.0" OD reservoir and 1960s 

American vehicles with large 3" OD reservoirs. 

$49.95 

1120 GM Rectangular Bi-Level 
Adapter 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with a Metal Plate adapter (1120)- For the 

front reservoir of a bi-level master cylinder. 
$49.95 

1122 Large Classic Car/Boat 
Trailer Adapter 

Aluminum 1 5/8" diameter externally threaded 
adapter for Power Bleeder fits American vehicles 

from late 30s to mid 60s 
$49.95 

1123 Girling 1.75" 

Power Bleeder Adapter- pressure brake bleeder, 2 
quart capacity, with 1.75" threaded adapter (1123) for 

some British cars including Triumph, MG, Jaguar 
Austin Healey, and others. 

$44.95 

1124 Girling 2.5" 

Power Bleeder Adapter- pressure brake bleeder, 2 
quart capacity, with 2.5" threaded adapter (1124) for 

some British cars including Triumph, MG, Jaguar 
Austin Healey, and others. 

$44.95 

1126 Small Round Universal 

Power Bleeder- pressure brake bleeder, 2 quart 
capacity, with 2.5" threaded adapter (1124) for some 

British cars including Triumph, MG, Jaguar Austin 
Healey, and others. 

$44.95 
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1127 Wilwood 45mm 

For use on small round reservoirs where the 1101 is 
too large. Typically for but not limited to use on 

Datsun’s such as the 240Z and 510s. Mid 1980's 
Corvettes with two round M/C reservoirs. Also fits 

some small clutch reservoirs. 

$44.95 

1130 Boat Trailer Adapter 
Press-Fit Style 

Boat Trailer Adapter.  Designed to press fit into the 
3/4" tops of the reservoirs recessed in the tongues of 

Marine trailers 
$44.95 

1132 Classic Volve & Marine 
Trailer Adapter 

Works on most early Volvos that do not use a 1.75" 
ID female threaded cap. Round internally threaded 
master cylinder openings (~1 3/16 inches ID). Also 
fits some trailers with a hydraulic master cylinder. If 
the master cylinder has a male threaded cap 1 3/16" 
in diameter at the threads and 18 TPI you can use 
this cap to bleed the brake system on your trailer. 

$39.95 

1133 AP Racing Reservoir 
Adapter 

For the clutch reservoir found on many high-
performance Corvettes.  For clutch reservoir cap that 

says AP Racing and is ~50mm or 2 inches inner 
diameter. 

$44.99 

1135 Deluxe Quick-Set Boat 
Trailer Adapter 

Quick clamp version of our trailer bleeder for trailers 
brake reservoirs that use a push on cap. The 1135 is 

the quick clamp adapter only 
$239.95 

1157 Old English Adapter Adapter for older British cars using a male threaded 
cap $44.95 

1160 Brembo Combo 
Motorcycle Adapter Kit 

Brembo Style Front Brake/Clutch Rear Brake Power 
Bleeder Adapter (Includes 2 caps) $89.95 

1162 Brembo Front Brake 
Adapter 

Brembo Style Front Brake Power Bleeder Adapter 
(Euro Bikes like Aprilia, Ducati, etc. and Asian  

Superbikes) 
$44.95 

1165 Brembo Rear Adapter Brembo Rear Style Adapter $44.95 

1166 Suzuki/Yamaha Brake 
Bleeder 

Harley Power Bleeder - pressure brake bleeder, 2 
quart capacity, with Billet Aluminum adapter (1150).  

Comes with 2 1/2 feet of tubing. 
$34.95 

1175 BMW Radiator Expansion 
Tank Pressure Fitting 

The 1175 is a fitting that replaces the stock bleeder 
screw in many BMW expansion tanks. Using the 
1175 and a Power Bleeder or another source of 

pressure allows you to test all the components of your 
cooling system for leaks. Very simple to use - just 

remove the bleed screw and replace with the 1175.   
Follow service manual directions for pressure test 

time and pressurization.  When done testing 
remember to depressurize the system by first 

clamping off the 1175 and then SLOWLY removing 
the radiator cap.  Note the 1175 is the brass fitting, 
hose and coupler, Power Bleeder sold separately. 

$19.95 

Fluid Transfer & Misc.   

0080 Magnum Power Bleeder 
Tank 4 Qt Tank with Hose $49.95 

0090 Power Bleeder Tank 2 Qt Tank with Hose $44.95 

0401 Male QD Fitting Male Quick Disconnect $3.95 
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0402 Female QD Fitting Female Quick Disconnect $8.95 

1701 Power Extractor 1 gal 
Power Extractor, vacuum fluid extractor, 1 Gal 

capacity, includes dipstick probe for oil changes and 
flexible tube for vacuum brake bleeding 

$59.95 

1702 Power Extractor 2gal 
Power Extractor, vacuum fluid extractor, 2 Galt 

capacity, includes dipstick probe for oil changes and 
flexible tube for vacuum brake bleeding 

$69.95 

1730 Fluid Transfer Pump 1gal Fluid Transfer Pump - 1 Gal tank with shut off and 
lanyard for holding the tube in place $69.95 

1735 Power Fill Pro 1 gal 
Professional Quality Fluid Transfer Pump - 1 Gal tank 

with a schraeder valve for quick pressurization and 
American made Ball Valve shut off. 

$89.95 

1745 Power Fill Pro 2gal 
Professional Quality Fluid Transfer Pump - 2 Gal tank 

with a schraeder valve for quick pressurization and 
American made Ball Valve shut off. 

$99.95 

1955 Power Fill Pro 1G- with 
PreLube Adapters 

Professional Quality Fluid Transfer Pump - 1 Gal tank 
with a schraeder valve for quick pressurization and 

American made Ball Valve shut off. 
$149.95 

1965 Power Fill Pro 2G- with 
PreLube Adapters 

Professional Quality Fluid Transfer Pump - 2 Gal tank 
with a schraeder valve for quick pressurization and 

American made Ball Valve shut off. 
$159.95 

1810 Catch Bottle - Single Catch Bottle kit for brake bleeding, includes (1) 500ml 
bottle with tubing to attach to bleed valve on calipers $14.95 

1820 Catch Bottle - Double Catch Bottle kit for brake bleeding, includes (2) 500ml 
bottles with tubing to attach to bleed valve on calipers $24.95 

1901 Fender Cover Magnetic Fender Cover, 35" x 15", thick acid/grease 
resistant vinyl, with Motive Products logo $25.95 

1850 Pressure Tester/Bleeder 
Adapter Radiator Power Tester/ Boat Trailer Bleeder $35.95 

 


